
TYPEFACE CATEGORY SPECIMENS WHERE TO USE

Humanist
1470s – 1590s
• slanted stroke axis
• slanted bar on lower-case e
• heavy weight and color

Adobe Jenson 
Centaur

Use when you want to make your 
composition look traditional or 
Elizabethan. 

Humanist fonts can sometimes have 
an unintended rusticism to them as 
well, due to the slanted axes and 
heavy color.

Old Style Roman
1530s – 1750s
• contrast between thicks and thins
• medium weight and color
• capitals shorter than ascenders

Garamond
Caslon
Bembo

Evokes the Baroque or Neoclassicist 
periods

Use an Old Style, particularly Caslon, 
if you want to create something 
patriotic, classic, and gently authori-
tative.

Transitional
1698 – 1790s
• vertical axis
• horizontal foot serifs
• bracketed serifs

Baskerville
Georgia

If you want your design to look 
mechanical, but still elegant, then 
transitional faces are the way to go. 
They may have less personality than 
their forefathers, but they fill an 
important need: they are unoffensive 
and effective, while still conveying a 
sense of class.

(above set in Adobe Jenson)

(above set in Cormorant Garamond)

(above set in Baskerville URW)

Modern Roman
1784 – 1830s
• extreme contrast in thicks and thins
• very fine, horizontal serifs
• terminals rounded

Didot
Bodoni

Today Moderns are associated most 
closely with the fashion world.

However, if faced with creating 
something that evokes the 1790s, 
this is THE font to use.(above set in Linotype Didot)

Slab Serifs
1820s – 1900s
• unbracketed square serifs
• serifs same width as stems
• sometimes referred to as “Egyptians”

Clarendon
Memphis
Roboto Slab

Slab serifs have strong associations 
with the American Old West. Use 
heavy slab serifs any time you want 
to convey a sense of ruggedness.

Lighter slabs such as Memphis add a 
light-hearted nature to content, and 
are often found in food and home 
design magazines. (above set in HWT Slab Antique)

Grotesques
1820s – 1950s
• no serifs whatsoever
• curled leg in capital “R”
• slight squareness to the curves

Helvetica
Univers
Franklin Gothic

Grotesques are so void of emotion 
and symbolism that they create a 
symbolism all their own. Use when 
you want something to be clear, 
emotionless, corporate, and/or 
informational. 

Grotesques have strong associations 
with International Style, and the time 
periods associated therewith. 
Associations with the Cold War, the 
Nuclear Era, & big corporations.

(above set in Helvetica)

Sans Serif Humanist
1900s – present
• more personality than Grotesques
• variation in thicks and thins
• modeled after Humanist serifs

Gill Sans

Frutiger

Calibri

These fonts are appropriate when 
your content deserves a friendlier, 
more personable approach. Sans 
serif humanists are excellent for 
children's textbooks, as well as ads 
and articles that want to feel 
approachable. 

These fonts also have a history with 
airport and railway signage.

(above set in Gill Sans)

Sans Serif Geometric
1920s – present
• letters based on geometric shapes
• strokes are uniform thickness
• smaller x-height

Futura
Century Gothic
Avenir

Geometrics have strong associations 
with the myriad avant garde move-
ments of the 1920s, giving them a 
progressive, innovative feel. 

These fonts work well for art 
brochures, alternative energy 
materials, or anything trying to feel 
fresh yet grounded, youthful yet 
knowledgeable.

(above set in Futura)
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(above set in Gill Sans)

Sans Serif Geometric
1920s – present
• letters based on geometric shapes
• strokes are uniform thickness
• smaller x-height

Futura
Century Gothic
Avenir

Geometrics have strong associations 
with the myriad avant garde move-
ments of the 1920s, giving them a 
progressive, innovative feel. 

These fonts work well for art 
brochures, alternative energy 
materials, or anything trying to feel 
fresh yet grounded, youthful yet 
knowledgeable.

(above set in Futura)
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